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Abstract
While observations and modelling of seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle of-
fers the possibility of imaging mantle flow close to the core-mantle boundary, current
models do not explain all observations. Here, we seek to explain a long-wavelength
pattern of shear wave anisotropy observed in anisotropic tomography where ver-
tically polarised shear waves travel faster than horizontally polarised shear waves
in the central Pacific and under Africa but this pattern is reversed elsewhere. In
particular, we test an explanation derived from experiments on analogues, which
suggest that texture may be inherited during phase transitions between bridgmanite
(perovskite structured MgSiO3) and post-perovskite, and that such texture inher-
itance may yield the long-wavelength pattern of anisotropy. We find that models
that include this effect correlate better with tomographic models than those that
assume deformation due to a single phase in the lowermost mantle, supporting the
idea that texture inheritance is an important factor in understanding lowermost
mantle anisotropy. It is possible that anisotropy could be used to map the post-
perovskite stability field in the lowermost mantle, and thus place constraints on the
temperature structure above the core-mantle boundary.
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Highlights
• Method to include effect of phase transition on anisotropy prediction in D′′
• Inclusion of texture inheritance gives switch in anisotropy during phase
transition
• Models with texture inheritance give better match to global tomography
than single phase models
1 Introduction
Recognising patterns of flow in the lowermost mantle (D′′) is critical to our
understanding of the evolution and dynamics of the Earth. Heat flow through
this region is believed to control core cooling, the generation of the Earth’s
magnetic field and the growth of the inner core, while the related generation
of thermal instabilities can lead to the formation of mantle plumes (e.g. Lay
et al., 2008). These processes are modified by the arrival of subducted slabs
at the core mantle boundary, which are also believed to sculpt heterogeneity
concentrated at the base of the mantle into large scale structures (e.g. Garnero
et al., 2016). The prospect that observations of seismic anisotropy can be used
to probe flow in the deepest mantle has motivated the wide range of seismolog-
ical, mineralogical and geodynamical studies that are needed to advance this
idea and reveal the flow patterns (e.g. McNamara et al., 2002; Panning and
Romanowicz, 2004; Hall et al., 2004; Wookey et al., 2005b; Long and Becker,
2010; Nowacki et al., 2011). While measurements of shear wave splitting from
ScS, SKS and Sdiff phases unambiguously identify seismic anisotropy in the
lowermost mantle (e.g. Lay and Young, 1991; Vinnik et al., 1995; Kendall
and Silver, 1996; Wookey et al., 2005a; Rokosky et al., 2006; Long, 2009; He
and Long, 2011) and show that in some places the elastic symmetry must
be at most orthorhombic (Nowacki et al., 2010; Ford et al., 2015), our most
spatially complete observations come from tomographic inversion of global
seismic anisotropy where higher symmetry is often assumed.
Anisotropic tomographic models of global shear-wave velocities such as SAW-
642AN (Panning and Romanowicz, 2006), S362WMANI (Kustowski et al.,
2008), SAW642ANb (Panning et al., 2010), S362WMANI+M (Moulik and
Ekstro¨m, 2014), and SEMUCB-WM1 (French and Romanowicz, 2014, 2015)
assume radial anisotropy compatible with material with hexagonal elastic sym-
metry and a vertical rotation axis (called vertical transverse isotropy, VTI).
While this requires five elastic parameters for a full description, the use of em-
pirical scaling relations reduce the description of shear wave anisotropy to two
parameters, such as the velocity of a horizontally propagating shear wave with
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horizontal, VSH , and vertical, VSV , polarised particle motion, or a single shear
wave velocity and an anisotropic parameter, ξ = V 2
SH
/V 2
SV
. Even with this sim-
plification, the degree to which anisotropy is resolved in the lowermost mantle
is typically lower than the resolution of isotropic inversions and anisotropic to-
mographic models, using different methods and parameterisations, are in less
good agreement with each other at these depths than collections of isotropic
models (e.g. Lekic´ et al., 2012). However, all models have some large scale
features in common. In particular, in regions of the lowermost mantle around
the central and western Pacific and under southern Africa VSV is faster than
VSH while for much of the rest of the lowermost mantle VSH is found to be
faster than VSV . This VSH > VSV signal is also observed in the global average
(Montagner and Kennett, 1996; de Wit and Trampert, 2015, but see Beghein
et al., 2006)
Since the discovery of the phase transition from bridgmanite (perovskite struc-
tured MgSiO3) to post-perovskite at conditions similar to those found in the
lowermost mantle (Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004; Tsuchiya
et al., 2004a) much attention has focussed on the ability of the alignment
of post-perovskite crystals to explain the observed seismic anisotropy (Lay
and Garnero, 2007; Wookey and Kendall, 2007; Nowacki et al., 2011). A key
assumption is that flow in the lowermost mantle causes deformation of post-
perovskite by the motion of dislocations. This deformation mechanism causes
the rotation of the crystal lattices and the creation of a crystallographic (or lat-
tice) preferred orientation (CPO). As single crystals are elastically anisotropic
the rock aggregate develops an elastic anisotropy and this is the presumed
cause of observed seismic anisotropy. In this case knowledge of the way that
dislocations can move in lowermost mantle minerals can, in principle, be used
together with seismic observations to infer flow patterns (e.g. Doornbos et al.,
1986; Lay and Young, 1991; Karato, 1998a,b; McNamara et al., 2002; Panning
and Romanowicz, 2004). In order to use this information to inform models of
mantle flow it is necessary to know the elastic anisotropy of single crystal
post-perovskite, the deformation mechanism and how this relates strain to
the formation of CPO (e.g. knowledge of the critical resolved shear stress for
each dislocation slip system, or the stress needed to form deformation twins),
and to undertake measurements of seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle.
However, thus far there have been few attempts to constrain lowermost man-
tle flow directly from observations of seismic anisotropy (e.g. Wookey et al.,
2005a; Wookey and Kendall, 2008; Nowacki et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2011;
Ford et al., 2015).
For post-perovskite in D′′, the single crystal elasticity is fairly well constrained
from atomic scale simulations (Iitaka et al., 2004; Tsuchiya et al., 2004b; Cara-
cas and Cohen, 2005; Stackhouse et al., 2005; Wentzcovitch et al., 2006; Stack-
house and Brodholt, 2007) and experiments (Murakami et al., 2007; Mao et al.,
2010), but consensus on how post-perovskite deforms under lowermost mantle
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conditions remains elusive. Because it is only stable at very high pressure,
deformation experiments on MgSiO3 post-perovskite are limited to those that
can be undertaken in the diamond anvil cell (DAC), which imposes limitations
on the range of strains, strain rates, stresses, temperatures and grain sizes that
can be investigated. Miyagi et al. (2010) showed that under achievable low-
temperature, high-stress conditions deformation yielded a texture consistent
with that expected from the movement of dislocations gliding on (001). DAC
experiments with the MnGeO3 and MgGeO3 analogues give similar results
(Hirose et al., 2010; Nisr et al., 2012). Earlier studies indicating dislocation
glide on (100) or {110} (Merkel et al., 2006, 2007) seem to be explained as
a transformation texture (see Walte et al., 2009; Okada et al., 2010; Miyagi
et al., 2011). Additional information has been extracted from analogue ma-
terials with a lower-pressure perovskite to post-perovskite phase transition
as deformation can then be undertaken at high temperature and with more
control over, for example, strain rate and stress. Such experiments on CaIrO3
and NaCoF3 indicate that post-perovskite is weaker than perovskite (Hunt
et al., 2009; Dobson et al., 2012) and that the dominant dislocation slip sys-
tem for CaIrO3 and CaPtO3 post-perovskite is [100](010) (Yamazaki et al.,
2006; Niwa et al., 2007; Walte et al., 2007; Miyagi et al., 2008; Miyajma and
Walte, 2009; McCormack et al., 2011; Hunt et al., 2016). This contradicts the
results found for MnGeO3 and MgGeO3. An alternative approach to avoid
the limitations of DAC experiments is to make use of atomic scale simulation
to investigate the way that post-perovskite deforms. Simulations designed to
probe atomic diffusion in post-perovskite indicate that diffusion is strongly
anisotropic and, if deformation is influenced by atomic diffusion, support the
idea that MgSiO3 post-perovskite is weaker than bridgmanite (Ammann et al.,
2010). Models of dislocation mobility within the Peierls-Nabarro framework
suggest that deformation of MgSiO3 post-perovskite in the dislocation con-
trolled regime should be dominated by motion of dislocations belonging to the
[100](010) and [001](010) slip systems (Carrez et al., 2007a,b), that CaIrO3
should behave in a similar manner to MgSiO3 but not MgGeO3 (Metsue et al.,
2009) and that the addition of Fe does should not dramatically alter this
behaviour (Metsue and Tsuchiya, 2013). Recent calculations going beyond
the Peierls-Nabarro approximations and incorporating thermal effects rein-
force the importance of the [100](010) slip system in MgSiO3 post-perovskite
(Goryaeva et al., 2015a,b) and suggest the possibility of dislocation accommo-
dated anelasticity (Goryaeva et al., 2016). As yet, the apparent disagreement
between the DAC experiments, studies of analogues, and simulations remains
unresolved.
There have been several attempts to use geodynamical modelling alongside
simulations of the development of anisotropy parameterised by data from min-
eral physics to understand shear-wave splitting or long-wavelength anisotropy
(e.g. Wenk et al., 2006, 2011; Walker et al., 2011; Nowacki et al., 2013; Cottaar
et al., 2014) and place inferences of mantle flow derived from observations of
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anisotropy on a stronger footing. The main differences between these studies
are: (a) the choice of how to generate a mantle flow field that drives deforma-
tion, either by 2D (Wenk et al., 2006, 2011) or 3D (Cottaar et al., 2014) simu-
lations of convection, or by using flow field generated by the inversion of geo-
physical observations (Walker et al., 2011; Nowacki et al., 2013); (b) whether
they seek to compare predictions with observations of shear wave splitting
making use of a ray theoretical calculation (Nowacki et al., 2013), with sum-
mary anisotropic parameters more comparable with tomography (Wenk et al.,
2011; Walker et al., 2011), or both (Cottaar et al., 2014); and (c) the details of
the model of texture evolution in post-perovskite or other deep mantle phases.
Studies based on mantle flow derived from geophysical observation are set in
the geographical reference frame of the Earth, and this allows a relatively di-
rect comparison with observations of anisotropy. However, such approaches
make use of models of mantle flow that are damped and are at relatively low
spatial resolution: this may modify deformation experienced by rocks in the
deep mantle. A further limitation is that such models do not vary with time.
These limitations are not present when a forward simulation of mantle flow is
used, which yield a time varying flow field at a spatial resolution only limited
by the available computational resources, but at the cost of losing the ability to
directly compare such models with specific geolocated observations. Compar-
ison with shear wave splitting (e.g. Nowacki et al., 2013; Cottaar et al., 2014)
is generally limited to regions close to the location where subducting slabs
are expected to impinge on the core-mantle boundary (although Ford et al.,
2015, combined observations of ScS and SK(K)S to explore anisotropy around
the African LLSVP) and these studies tend to yield evidence for anisotropy
consistent with post-perovskite deformation with glide on (010) or (001). How-
ever, an important caveat derived from recent finite-frequency simulation is
that these ray-theoretical approaches may be inaccurate if lowermost mantle
anisotropy is complex and spatially varying (Nowacki and Wookey, 2016). In
contrast with the studies of shear wave splitting, results from comparison with
global tomography are less easily explained. In particular, the low-degree pat-
tern with large areas of VSV > VSH in the central Pacific and under Africa and
VSH > VSV elsewhere is hard to explain when the anisotropy is generated by a
single mechanism. Wenk et al. (2011) suggest that the VSV > VSH areas may
represent upwelling, while Walker et al. (2011) suggest that these areas may
represent the regions of maximum strain at the end of long pathlines (invoking
slip systems for post-perovskite that were different to those preferred by Wenk
et al., 2011). Resolving the origin of this long wavelength feature of lowermost
mantle anisotropy is an important step in attempts to understand flow in the
deepest mantle.
A possible explanation for the long wavelength anisotropic structure of D′′
was recently proposed by Dobson et al. (2013) following experiments on the
NaNiF3 analogue of MgSiO3 post-perovskite (Dobson et al., 2011). NaNiF3
perovskite was annealed in the post-perovskite stability field and partially
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transformed crystals recovered to ambient conditions. These crystals main-
tained the morphology of the perovskite crystals but contained lamellae of
post-perovskite. A combination of single-crystal X-ray diffraction, transmis-
sion electron microscopy, and electron diffraction demonstrated that the ori-
entations of the crystal lattices of the un-transformed perovskite and new
post-perovskite lamellae were consistently related. These topotactic relations
provide strong evidence for a martensitic transformation mechanism where
any deformation induced CPO can be inherited during the phase transition.
This finding is consistent with the results of previous experimental (Tschauner
et al., 2008; Okada et al., 2010; Miyagi et al., 2011) and computational (Oganov
et al., 2005; Zahn, 2011, 2013) studies. By considering simple shear parallel
to the CMB, Dobson et al. (2013) demonstrated that deformation of post-
perovskite followed by a temperature induced transformation to bridgmanite
and further deformation in the perovskite stability field is broadly consistent
with the pattern of anisotropy revealed by global anisotropic tomography. Here
we extend this analysis by considering a more realistic three-dimensional flow
and deformation field in the lower mantle and investigate the possibility that
the long wavelength pattern of lowermost mantle anisotropy provides evidence
for texture inheritance in the lowermost mantle.
2 Methods
Our basic approach follows that of Walker et al. (2011) in that particles are
tracked along pathlines integrated through a mantle flow model that is itself
derived from an inversion of geophysical observations. The strain imposed on
these particles is calculated from the mantle flow model and used to drive
simulations of texture development. We have modified this approach to ac-
count for deformation in the bridgmanite stability field and for topotaxy in
the bridgmanite to post-perovskite and post-perovskite to bridgmanite phase
transitions. In common with Walker et al. (2011), we use fourth-order Runge-
Kutta integration to trace pathlines backwards through a steady state flow
field and numerical differentiation at each time step to find the velocity gra-
dient tensors describing macroscopic deformation of the mantle. The velocity
gradient tensors are then used together with a description of the slip-system
properties of lower-mantle minerals to drive simulations of CPO formation
using the visco-plastic self consistent (VPSC: Lebensohn and Tome´, 1993) ap-
proach. We use the same choice of parameters and software as Walker et al.
(2011) with consideration of 500 grains, the tangent linearisation scheme, no
slip system hardening caused by strain, and version 7c of the VPSC implemen-
tation from Los Alamos National Laboratory. The calculated CPO at the end
of each pathline are combined with descriptions of single crystal elasticity in
order to evaluate the elastic and seismic anisotropy at each point of interest.
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Table 1
Relative slip system critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS) used for VPSC calcu-
lations. For post-perovskite, plasticity model P100 uses the parameters of Merkel
et al. (2007) which favour slip on the {011} and (100) planes. P010 is taken from
the Peierls-Nabarro modelling of Carrez et al. (2007a,b) and Metsue et al. (2009)
and favours slip on the (010) plane. P001 is intended to favour slip on the (001)
slip as observed by Miyagi et al. (2010). The PV plasticity model for bridgmanite
is taken from the simulations reported by Mainprice et al. (2008) at 100 GPa, the
highest pressure considered in that study. Slip systems with infinite CRSS cannot
accommodate strain.
Slip system P100 P010 P001 PV
[100](001) 10 2.6 1 2.5
[010](001) 10 4.1 1 1.0
[001](010) ∞ 1.0 ∞ 1.6
[001](100) 2 5.4 10 3.8
[010](100) 1 5.2 10 1.0
[001]{110} 4 2.9 10 1.9
〈110〉(001) 10 4.1 2 1.8
[100]{011} ∞ 6.8 ∞ ∞
[100](010) ∞ 4.7 ∞ 1.8
〈110〉{110} 1 8.8 10 2.0
In the current work we make use of the same choice of three sets of slip system
parameters described in Walker et al. (2011) to simulate the deformation of
post-perovskite (we call these ‘P100’, ‘P010’ and ‘P001’). For bridgmanite we
use parameters of Mainprice et al. (2008), which were derived from atomic
scale simulation at 100 GPa. We call these parameters ‘PV’ and note that the
weakest predicted slip system is [010](100) not [001](100) as inferred by recent
experiments at 25 GPa and 1873 K (Tsujino et al., 2016). This difference may
be due to the effect of temperature, which thus far has only been considered for
[100](010) and [010](100) in bridgmanite (Kraych et al., 2016a,b). All slip sys-
tem parameters are given in Table 1. For consistency with Walker et al. (2011)
we use the same interpolative approach described in Ammann et al. (2010)
to generate single crystal elastic constants at the pressure and temperature of
interest using values and derivatives from density functional theory for post-
perovskite (Stackhouse et al., 2005; Wentzcovitch et al., 2006; Stackhouse and
Brodholt, 2007) and bridgmanite (Oganov et al., 2001; Wentzcovitch et al.,
2004) and combine these with the CPO to define the Voigt-Reuss-Hill mean
elasticity of the aggregate.
The mantle flow model is based on the TX2008 global tomography model
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that describes both mantle density and shear-velocity anomalies derived from
a joint inversion of S-wave travel times, core mantle boundary ellipticity, dy-
namic surface topography and the gravity field (Simmons et al., 2009). The
tomographically inferred 3-D distribution of mantle density anomalies is com-
bined with the ‘V2’ mantle viscosity profile of Forte et al. (2010), in a theory
of viscous flow in a compressible, self-gravitating spherical mantle coupled
to surface place motions. This flow calculation and the results are presented
in Forte et al. (2015). The temperature anomalies derived from the TX2008
tomography model are employed in the calculation of the single crystal elas-
ticities and to define the location of the bridgmanite to post-perovskite phase
transition. This is found by using the temperature anomalies to perturb the
one-dimensional geotherm of Stacey and Davis (2008) as described in Ammann
et al. (2014). The phase boundary is assumed linear in pressure-temperature
space and a slope and zero-kelvin intercept of 9.6 MPa/K and 98.7 GPa are
used (Oganov and Ono, 2004). This simple model of the phase boundary serves
to illustrate the effect of the phase transition on anisotropy in D′′, but we note
that there is significant uncertainty on its location and on how it may move
with changes in composition (Murakami et al., 2005; Hirose et al., 2005; Hi-
rose, 2006; Catalli et al., 2009; Grocholski et al., 2012). Furthermore, there is
a trade-off between the parameters used to describe the temperature structure
of the lowermost mantle and those used to locate the phase boundary. This is
discussed further below. In Walker et al. (2011) this led to two stopping condi-
tions for particle tracing (and two initial conditions for the models of texture
development). The first is to ignore topography on the phase boundary and
imagine that constant thickness layer of post-perovskite exists at the base of
the mantle. In this case particle tracing stops 150 km above the CMB and
the VPSC simulation is run forward from here starting from a post-perovskite
aggregate with a uniform random CPO. The second stop condition respects
topography on the phase boundary and traces particles back as far as the
first crossing of the phase boundary. A uniform random CPO is again used
to start the VPSC simulation. It is notable that in this case no information
on the anisotropy in locations where bridgmanite is the stable phase could be
provided.
2.1 Modeling texture inheritance
Our model of texture inheritance builds on the second ‘topographic’ stop con-
dition used in Walker et al. (2011) and extends this by allowing pathlines to
pass freely between the two phase stability regions. We segment each pathline
each time it passes from the bridgmanite to post-perovskite or from the post-
perovskite to bridgmanite stability field and then run a VPSC simulation for
each segment in turn, transferring the texture from the end of one segment
to the start of the next. Two changes are needed when switching from one
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segment to another. First, the slip system parameters and description of the
crystallography must be updated. Second, as outlined below, the output tex-
ture must be modified before being used as input for the new calculation. This
approach permits us to calculate the anisotropy within the bridgmanite and
post-perovskite stability fields in any chosen location.
The texture modification procedure is designed to reproduce the relationship
between perovskite and post-perovskite orientations in NaNiF3 found by Dob-
son et al. (2013). In these experiments the c-axis of perovskite was found to
be parallel with the c-axis of post-perovskite and the b-axis in perovskite was
found to be perpendicular to (110) in post-perovskite. The relationship be-
tween the two crystal lattices can thus be described as a rotation about their
common c-axis. In order to transform the texture, we define unit vectors with
respect to the orientation of a post-perovskite crystal aligned along its a-, b-
and c-axes (aˆ
PPv
, bˆ
PPv
and cˆ
PPv
, respectively), along the [1¯10] and [11¯0] direc-
tions (dˆ[1¯10]PPv , dˆ[11¯0]PPv), and normal to (110), gˆ110PPv . The rotation associated
with the post-perovskite to perovskite (NaNiF3 or bridgmanite) phase tran-
sition is then described by a rotation matrix formed of the dot products of
vectors along the crystallographic directions before and after the transforma-
tion:
gPPv(a)→Pv =


aˆ
PPv
· dˆ[11¯0]PPv bˆPPv · dˆ[11¯0]PPv 0
aˆ
PPv
· gˆ110PPv bˆPPv · gˆ110PPv 0
0 0 1


. (1)
Dobson et al. (2013) also found that a second post-perovskite orientation was
possible and that post-perovskite formed twins during the transformation. The
rotation matrix associated with the second orientation is given by:
gPPv(b)→Pv =


aˆ
PPv
· dˆ[1¯10]PPv bˆPPv · dˆ[1¯10]PPv 0
aˆ
PPv
· gˆ110PPv bˆPPv · gˆ110PPv 0
0 0 −1


. (2)
We note that transformations in the opposite sense, from perovskite to post-
perovskite, are described by the transpose of these two rotation matrices (i.e.
gPv→PPv(a) = g
T
PPv(a)→Pv
and gPv→PPv(b) = g
T
PPv(b)→Pv
). In order to implement
the transformation from one one phase to the other, we convert the represen-
tation of each crystal orientation at the end of the previous segment of the
pathline from Euler angles to a rotation matrix, gn, add the rotation from
perovskite to post-perovskite (or vice versa), then transform the resulting ori-
entation back to Euler angles to generate a texture for the start of the next
segment of the pathline. For each crystal, we randomly select between the
two orientations with equal probability. The orientations of post-perovksite,
crystals, gPPv, following a transformation from perovskite (with crystal orien-
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tations denoted as gPv) is given by:
gnPPv =


gnPv × gPv(a)→PPv 50% chance
gnPv × gPv(b)→PPv 50% chance.
(3)
Similarly, the orientation of perovskite crystals following transformation from
post-perovskite is given by:
gnPv =


gnPPv × gPPv(a)→Pv 50% chance
gnPPv × gPPv(b)→Pv 50% chance.
(4)
We note that each gnPv or g
n
PPv, and the associated set of Euler angles, describe
the rotation needed to move a right handed orthogonal coordinate system from
an alignment parallel with a global refeence frame, to one aligned with the
crystallographic axes of the nth crystal. An implementation of this approach
can be found as an example distributed with MSAT (Walker and Wookey,
2012). It may be possible that stress results in a preference for one twin or
the other meaning that a probability other than 50% should be used. While
this would strengthen the texture immediately following a phase transition
we do not consider this as the relationship between the stress tensor and the
preference for one orientation or the other is not clear. Another possibility is
that some crystals of the new phase form by a nucleation and growth process,
which would weaken the initial texture after the phase transition. By assuming
100% “memory” during the phase transition we maximise the likely effect on
seismic anisotropy and the difference between models with texture inheritance
and those without.
This approach to texture inheritance yields two new stop criteria for pathline
tracing (and two corresponding initial conditions for the calculation of texture
development), which we compare in order to quantify the importance of tex-
ture development in the bulk of the lower mantle on D′′ anisotropy. The first
of these traces particles backwards to the first bridgmanite to post-perovskite
phase transition that the particle experiences during its time in the lower
mantle and the texture development process is started from a uniform ran-
dom orientation distribution at this point. In this approach we assume that
previous deformation in the bridgmanite field does not lead to the develop-
ment of a strong texture, or that any such texture is destroyed during the
first phase transition, but that texture is inherited during subsequent back
transformation from post-perovskite to bridgmanite (and through any subse-
quent phase transitions). In practice we need to find some way to decide which
phase transition is the first. Our criteria for this is to stop looking for a further
phase transition when a particle is more that 450 km above the CMB and is
in the bridgmanite stability field. When these conditions are met we discard
the current pathline segment and initialise the VPSC simulation from the first
bridgmanite to post-perovskite phase transition.
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The opposite extreme, and our second initial condition for texture develop-
ment, is to permit the generation of texture in the lower mantle before a
particle first crosses the bridgmanite to post-perovskite phase boundary. We
implement this possibility by tracing particles back until they reach a depth
of 2000 km (891 km above the CMB), and starting the VPSC simulation
with bridgmanite crystals with a uniform random orientation distribution.
This depth was chosen to yield significant texture in the bridgmanite stability
field as a particle approaches the phase boundary while limiting the maximum
pathline length. Although this approach means that the lower mantle above
D′′ will be seismically anisotropic, we do not attempt to interpret these predic-
tions in terms of anisotropy of the bulk of the lower mantle. Further models
evaluated at shallower depths would be needed to compare our simulations
with the recent suggestion based on one-dimensional models that the bulk of
the lower mantle may be seismically anisotropic (de Wit and Trampert, 2015).
Comparing results from these two kinds of model allows us to evaluate the
importance of flow in the bulk of the lower mantle on the seismic anisotropy
in the lowermost mantle.
A summary of the methodology is shown in Figure 1 and the model naming
convention is described in Table 2. We run each model (a combination of one
of the two stop criteria, with one of the three sets of parameters describing slip
systems in post-perovskite) to evaluate the elastic anisotropy at points 75 and
175 km above the CMB on a 5◦×5◦ grid in latitude and longitude. These elastic
constants are reported in the supplementary information. In order to compare
the general anisotropy generated by this method with the VTI anisotropy
recovered from global tomography, we then impose hexagonal symmetry with
a vertical rotation axis on the elasticity calculated at each point, evaluate the
phase velocity of the two polarisation directions for a horizontally propagating
ray, and use these to calculate ξ. We then compare the models with each other
and with a selection of S-wave models of anisotropy in the Earth.
3 Results
In Figures 2, 3 and 4 we compare the anisotropy predicted from models in-
cluding texture inheritance with the two stop criteria with results from Walker
et al. (2011) assuming a constant thickness layer of post-perovskite using the
same flow field for each of the three models of post-perovskite deformation.
For all three deformation models the addition of texture inheritance leads to
significant changes in the long-wavelength pattern of anisotropy. In the case
of the P100 and P010 models (Figures 2 and 3, respectively) the tendency
is to remove much of the strong VSV fast signal from regions with long path
lengths in D′′ and replace this with a relatively weak VSH fast signal inside the
bridgmanite stability field. For these plasticity models, the addition of texture
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Table 2
List of model names. The various models presented in this paper are described by the
concatenation of terms describing the post-perovskite slip system parameters (see
Table 1) and and the model used for texture inheritance. Each term used to build a
model name is included in the table. For example, the model P001.ttax involves post-
perovskite deformation with [010](001) set to the weakest slip system, texture in-
heritance during phase transitions, but no texturing in the bulk of the lower mantle.
File names in the Supplementary Information include “TX2008.V2.T.” prepended
to the description below to follow the naming convention introduced in Walker et al.
(2011), where different mantle flow fields were also considered and some models did
not include topography on the phase boundary.
Term Description
P100 Plasticity model favours slip on {011} and (100)
P010 Plasticity model favours slip on (010)
P001 Plasticity model favours slip on (001)
- Where no texture inheritance model is indicated the texture is assumed
to be reset at each phase boundary
ttax Texture in inherited through phase transitions, but a uniform random
distribution is assumed when the pathline first enters the post-perovskite
stability field
pretex Texture in inherited as described in “ttax”, deformation induced texturing
of bridgmanite in the bulk of the lower mantle is permitted and this is
inherited when the pathline first enters the post-perovskite stability field
inheritance does not improve agreement with the long-wavelength pattern of
anisotropy as revealed by seismic tomography. In contrast, the addition of
texture inheritance to models based on the P001 slip system parameters leads
to patches of VSV fast inside the bridgmanite stability field reversing the ten-
dency for this model to yield strong VSH fast anisotropy where path lengths
in D′′ are long.
As shown in Figure 5, models of lowermost mantle anisotropy derived from
seismic tomography exhibit different resolutions from each other, and from
our computed maps of anisotropy, but the general tendency for VSV > VSH
under Africa and the Pacific, and VSH > VSV for much of the rest of the
lowermost mantle is apparent in all models. It is this feature that we argue
can be attributed to texture inheritance. In order to compare our computed
models with the results of seismic tomography on a more quantitative basis we
fit spherical harmonic coefficients to the models and the tomographic results
up to degree-8 and perform degree-by-degree correlation between the mod-
els and the tomography (e.g. Eckhardt, 1984; Ray and Anderson, 1994). The
resulting comparisons between tomographic models, and each of our nine com-
puted models of anisotropy are shown in Figure 6 along with a global estimate
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Fig. 1. Steps taken to calculate elastic anisotropy at a point (lat, lon, r) in the
lowermost mantle. Use of temperature and flow fields are indicated by coloured
boxes. Segments run backwards in time on the left hand side where the pathlines
are constructed, but forwards on the right hand side where the VSPC calculations
are run. Pathline data for each segment is written in forward order.
of the correlation between models based on a point-by-point comparison the
calculation of the linear correlation coefficents. None of our models are par-
ticularly strongly correlated with the tomographic results, but by the same
measure the tomographic models are not always strongly correlated with each
other. Indeed, many of our models are anti-correlated with the tomography on
the basis of both the degree-by-degree and point-by-point comparisons and it
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Fig. 2. Calculated anisotropy, expressed as ln(ξ), 75 km above the core mantle
boundary assuming post-perovskite deformation dominated by dislocations gliding
on (100) and {110} for three cases described in the main text. (a) Reference case of a
150 km thick layer of post-perovskite from Walker et al. (2011). (b) Mixed post-per-
ovskite and bridgmanite with texture inheritance during the phase transition but
starting from an isotropic post-perovskite aggregate. (c) Mixed post-perovskite and
bridgmanite with texture inheritance and the development of texture during defor-
mation in the lower mantle prior to the first bridgmanite to post-perovskite phase
transition. The light green lines in (b) and (c) outline the phase transition at this
depth while dark green patches in (b) show small regions where pathlines end in a
region where bridgmanite is stable having never crossed the phase boundary. Inset
histograms show the distribution of anisotropy by area. The model naming conven-
tion is described in Table 2.
seems reasonable to discount these models of lowermost mantle deformation.
Overall, the best match between the tomography and our models appears to be
for the models that invoke deformation of post-perovskite dominated by glide
on (001) and texture inheritance through the post-perovskite to bridgmanite
phase transition. While this does not result in a pattern of anisotropy that
fully matches the results of seismic tomography, these models are consistently
correlated with the tomography and show good correlation at low spherical
14
Fig. 3. Same as Figure 2 but assuming post-perovskite deformation is dominated
by dislocations gliding on (010).
harmonic degree. Potential modifications to our model that may be expected
to further improve the match are described later.
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Fig. 4. Same as Figure 2 but assuming post-perovskite deformation is dominated
by dislocations gliding on (001).
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Fig. 5. Anisotropy derived from S-wave tomography 75 km above the CMB. (a)
SAW642AN (Panning and Romanowicz, 2006) (b) S362WMANI (Kustowski et al.,
2008), (c) SAW642ANb (Panning et al., 2010), (d) S362WMANI+M (Moulik and
Ekstro¨m, 2014), (e) SEMUCB-WM1 (French and Romanowicz, 2014, 2015)
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Fig. 6: Degree by degree correlation comparing the five tomographic models
shown in Figure 5 with the nine models derived from mantle flow and shown
in Figures 2, 3, and 4, all evaluated 75 km above the CMB. A correlation of
1 indicates complete correlation at the particular spherical harmonic degree,
0 shows no correlation, and −1 is anti-correlated. The confidence that can be
assigned to any given correlation is dependent on the spherical harmonic de-
gree as shown by lines in the legend. Positive correlation at > 95 % and > 75
% confidence is highlighted by filled and open circles, respectively. The model
naming convention (used on the left hand side of each block of correlation coef-
ficients) is described in Table 2. Tomographic models are described by a short
acronym; SAW642AN: Panning and Romanowicz (2006), S362WMANI: Kus-
towski et al. (2008), SAW642ANb: Panning et al. (2010), S362WMANI+M:
Moulik and Ekstro¨m (2014) SEMUCB-WM1: French and Romanowicz (2014,
2015). Numbers on the right hand side of each block of correlation coefficients
are the point-by-point correlation coefficents described in the text.
A further intriguing result evident in Figures 2, 3 and 4 is that the two mod-
els including texture inheritance (starting with a ‘pre-textured’ aggregate at
the first crossing the phase boundary, or starting with a post-perovskite ag-
gregate with a uniform random CPO) are virtually indistinguishable 75 km
above the CMB. This indicates that in our models any texture generated by
the bridgmanite to post-perovskite phase transition is lost by deformation
as the material moves downwards through the post-perovskite stability field.
This process is illustrated for one pathline in Figure 7, where the variation in
predicted anisotropy with depth and an analysis of the strain rate is shown. As
the pathline approaches the CMB the strain rate increases and changes from
deformation characterised by subsimple shear to deformation characterised by
uniaxial compression but with increased vorticity. At the same time and at
∼145 km above the CMB (r ≈ 3625 km) VSH begins to rapidly increase rela-
tive to VSV and the predicted anisotropy becomes indistinguishable. In order
to further investigate this effect on the global pattern of anisotropy, we also
evaluated the two sets of topotaxy models 175 km above the CMB, which
is closer to the phase transition for much of the mantle. As shown for the
P001 model in Figure 8, the shorter path lengths in the post-perovskite field
at this depth mean that the two models preserve some key differences. For
example, under much of China and south-east Asia, where flow is downward
and the model is evaluated just inside the post-perovskite stability field, all
tomography models including pre-texturing yield VSV fast, while the corre-
sponding models starting from a uniform post-perovskite texture are close to
isotropic. A similar effect is seen beneath a broad band tracking south from
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the western Atlantic, through the Caribbean and through South America.
However, in some regions with a thicker layer of post-perovskite the texture
generated by deformation inside the post-perovskite field dominates and the
differences between deformation models is much larger than the differences be-
tween starting conditions. A good example of this is found off the west coast
of north America, where deformation and the creation of strong anisotropy in
the post-perovskite field dominates and both models give a strong VSH fast
signal.
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Fig. 7. Predicted seismic anisotropy along a pathline inside the post-perovskite sta-
bility field ending at 30◦N 90◦W and 75 km above the CMB. Filled circles represent
the anisotropy when texture is inherited during the bridgmanite to post-perovskite
phase transition and open circles represent the case when the initial texture is rep-
resented by 500 post-perovskite crystals drawn from a uniform random distribution
(the slight positive anisotropy in this case is due to the limited number of grains
included in the calculation). The colours represent the time step along the pathline
(each representing 25 kyear) from the point where the pathline first crosses the
phase boundary (blue, 215 km above the CMB at approximately 26◦N and 84◦W)
to the point 122 time steps later where the particle arrives 75 km above the CMB.
The inset graph shows the evolution of the strain rate tensor along the same path-
line. Points represent ratios of the eigenvalues of the strain rate tensor such that
plane strain plots along the diagonal with axial compression and extension plot-
ting towards the axes. Time step is represented using the same colours as in the
main figure. For all points the vorticity number is less than 1 (representing simple
shear) and it increases from ∼0.5 at the start of the pathline to ∼0.7 as the pathline
approaches the CMB.
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Fig. 8. Same as Figure 4 but evaluated 175 km above the CMB. The reference model
from Walker et al. (2011) is not shown because this is in the isotropic perovskite
field at this depth. (a) Mixed post-perovskite and bridgmanite with texture inher-
itance during the phase transition but starting from an isotropic post-perovskite
aggregate. (b) Mixed post-perovskite and bridgmanite with texture inheritance and
the development of texture during deformation in the lower mantle prior to the first
bridgmanite to post-perovskite phase transition.
4 Discussion
Our results show that the inclusion of texture inheritance in models of the
flow induced generation of CPO in D′′ can yield patterns of seismic anisotropy
that better correlate with long-wavelength patterns found from anisotropic
seismic tomography than models which do not include this effect. This finding
supports the hypothesis of Dobson et al. (2013), who suggested that the long-
wavelength pattern of seismic anisotropy may be due to texture inheritance
through the phase transition. However, even given the lack of consensus be-
tween the tomographic models, the agreement between tomography and our
model of anisotropy is far from perfect. Consideration of the likely influences
of the approximations and assumptions built into our modelling could pro-
vide valuable insight for future studies of D′′ anisotropy. Our first assumption
is that the pattern of flow in the lower mantle is known and is suitable for
the prediction of strain along pathlines. A comparison of anisotropy predicted
from four flow models derived from different viscosity models and the joint
inversions of Simmons et al. (2007) and Simmons et al. (2009) was described
by Walker et al. (2011), who showed that the differences between these models
were small compared to changes due to different post-perovskite slip system
parameters. However, all of these flow models were relatively smooth (the
horizontal components expressed as spherical harmonics with degree 128) and
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the importance of changes in flow over short distances has not been assessed.
Given the difficulty in using geophysical observations to constrain flow in the
deep mantle, an assessment of the importance of short length-scale features
of the flow field on the global pattern of anisotropy is probably best under-
taken on the basis of numerical simulations of mantle flow rather than using
flow models based on geophysical inversion (although this would make direct
comparison with observation more difficult). Importantly, such an approach
could make the viscosity vary with temperature, or even the predicted stable
phase assemblage (viscosity is only a function of depth in the approach used to
derive our flow fields). Such an approach would likely complicate the pattern
of flow and alter the predicted anisotropy.
A second important assumption in all our models is that all strain in the
lowermost mantle is accommodated by the motion of dislocations in bridg-
manite or post-perovskite. This means that our models will tend to maximise
the strength of CPO and thus of the seismic anisotropy and is in contrast to
some previous work. For example, Cottaar et al. (2014) include the effect of
25% periclase, which accommodates 34–40% of the strain, and cap the defor-
mation by dislocation glide once grains have a long axis that is three times
longer than the short axis. Wenk et al. (2011) use a similar procedure and
assume that 50% of the strain is accommodated by deformation mechanisms
such as diffusion creep, and that this does not contribute to the development
of CPO. It is unlikely that all strain is accommodated by dislocation motion,
but the fraction is probably stress and temperature dependent, and is un-
constrained by experiment or theory in lowermost mantle phases (although
recent work on bridgmanite analogues by Wang et al., 2013 and Kaercher
et al., 2016 represents a step in this direction). One approach would be to
attempt to tune the partitioning of strain between dislocation glide and other
“invisible” mechanisms such that the strength of the anisotropy in models
matches that in the observations. However, this neglects other reasons for an
over-prediction of the strength of anisotropy in our models, such as the choice
of the relative strength of the different slip systems (Hunt et al., 2016) or the
smooth nature of the flow field, and neglects any decrease in the strength of
VTI anisotropy due to the tomographic process. One area that is understudied
in this regard is the importance of representing the lowermost mantle, which
is presumably generally anisotropic with 21 independent elastic constants, as
a VTI medium. In our comparison we assume equal azimuthal coverage but
a more rigorous comparison, making use of the same ray paths as used in a
particular tomographic inversion and the elastic constants from the SI, may
be illuminating. With this in mind, the recent finite-frequency simulation of
shear wave splitting undertaken by Nowacki and Wookey (2016) is relevant as
this showed that complexity of elastic anisotropy predicted by a smooth flow
field, such as that used here, gives an anisotropic response that is sometimes
significantly different to that predicted by a ray theoretical approximation
(e.g. Nowacki et al., 2013). In particular, the amount of splitting predicted
by the finite frequency approach is typically smaller than that predicted by
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the ray theoretical approximation. Such differences are likely to be even more
important if a more complex flow field was used, and this produced a more
rapidly varying pattern of anisotropy.
A key feature of our model is the role played by the bridgmanite to post-
perovskite phase transition, but the location of this is highly uncertain. The
first reason for this is that our knowledge of the location of the phase boundary
in pressure-temperature space is limited and there is scatter in both exper-
imental and computational estimates of the Clapeyron slope, and the zero
K transition pressure (e.g. Hirose, 2006; Catalli et al., 2009). There is also
evidence that the phase boundary moves significantly due to changes in chem-
istry (see Murakami et al., 2005; Grocholski et al., 2012). These problems are
amplified by our approximation to the temperature structure of D′′, probably
one of the most difficult geophysical parameters to resolve. The joint inver-
sion provides a map of the lateral temperature variations used (together with
an estimate of the variation in compositional density) to produce the density
field that drives mantle flow. We then apply these variations to a 1D geothem
to give a map of absolute temperature, which we use to predict phase sta-
bility. For compatibility with our early work (Walker et al., 2011; Ammann
et al., 2014) we make use of the same choice of geotherm, Clapeyron slope,
and zero K transition pressure but we note that small changes in any of these
yield large variations in the area occupied by post-perovskite. In principal one
could optimise the match between our model and tomography by altering the
temperature field or phase stability behaviour (and observation of the switch
in the sign of the anisotropy could be used as a method to map post-perovskite
stability and thus temperature in the lowermost mantle) but the trade-off be-
tween the temperature and phase transition parameters would be significant.
It may also be necessary to incorporate the effect of chemical variation in the
lowermost mantle on the stability of post-perovskite and this would further
complicate attempts in this direction. It is also worth noting that the switch in
the sign of anisotropy does not always coincide with the phase transition (e.g.
around the northern boundary under the Indian ocean in Figure 4), which
is because pathlines leading to points within the bridgmanite stability field
do not necessarily cross the closest phase boundary from the post-perovskite
region. This is an illustration of the general rule that the predicted anisotropy
depends on the strain along the whole of the pathline, and not just the tem-
perature and flow pattern at a point where it is observed.
5 Conclusions
Our models lend support to the hypothesis that the long-wavelength pat-
tern of seismic anisotropy may be due to texture inheritance through the
post-perovskite to bridgmanite phase transition. In particular the best agree-
ment between our models and anisotropic tomography are for models that
invoke: (a) dislocation motion in post-perovskite dominated by glide on (001),
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as suggested by the experiments of Miyagi et al. (2010); followed by (b)
texture inheritance with 100% “memory” where the orientation of all post-
perovskite and bridgmanite crystals are related via the relations found by
Dobson et al. (2013). The correlation between our models, which do not make
use of anisotropic tomography in their creation, and the tomographic results
may highlight the importance of these two processes. Because of the large sen-
sitivity to the phase boundary and anisotropy to thermal structure of the low-
ermost mantle (and the thermodynamics of the bridgmaite to post-perovskite
phase transition) it seems feasible to use the switch in anisotropy to partially
map out the temperature structure of D′′, but complications due to chemical
variation in the lowermost mantle may make this difficult. Importantly, the
switch in sign of anisotropy in our models does not always coincide with the
location of the phase boundary. This is due to the nature of CPO generation
by the accumulation of strain in a flow field which leads to adjacent points
being at the end of pathlines which arrive from different directions and have
experienced different strain histories. Furthermore, the variation in anisotropy
with height above the CMB is significant in our models and high resolution
determination of the depth dependent anisotropy in the lowermost mantle may
place an important constraint on the mechanism of anisotropy generation.
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